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4th of July

Very early, very tasty little tomato that is so sweet
and easy to grow. Prolific producer grows great in containers,
hanging upside down, or in the ground.

$6.45

Amish Rose

The Amish Rose tomato is an heirloom from
New Holland, Pennsylvania. The flavor is just spectacular...enough
said.

$6.45

Arkansas Traveler

Also known as "Traveler", the Arkansas
Traveler is a southern heirloom variety is known for producing well
in hot weather.

$6.45

Azorean Red This terrific red tomato was developed by

$6.45

Anthony Neves, who brought seeds from the Azores. A beautiful
beefsteak with deep red fruit bursting with rich, full flavor. .

Better Boy

One of the most commonly grown backyard
tomatoes, the Better Boy red tomato is a favorite of almost everybody who has ever grown tomatoes!

$6.45

Blush This tomato is so productive and bursting with flavor you

$6.45

Black Brandywine This Black version of Brandywine is an ex-

$6.45

will absolutely love it. Hundreds of 2" long, sweet fruits will spill off
of this vine and you can eat them in the garden or bring them in
for a spectacular colorful salad.
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cellent combination of sweetness and acidity, which is characteristic of the darker colored tomatoes. We love that strong tomato
flavor.
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Black Cherry

Black Cherry is a cherry tomato with the flavor of
the rich, dark, black tomatoes. These are a round true cherry about
1 1/2" diameter and they make great garden snacks.

$6.45

Black Krim

Black Krim Heirloom tomato is dark purplish-red
colored fruit with a rich, sweet flavor. Medium to large size, the
color gets darker in hot sunny weather

$6.45

Beauty

Beauty is a fantastic heirloom variety on a highly productive plant. Fruits are about 14 oz. with a slightly flattened shape.

$6.45

Brandywine

$6.45

Braveheart The perfect size cherry, about 1 oz. growing on medium

$6.45

Brandywine is the most well known heirloom variety for good reason. It has huge fruit with incredibly sweet flavor.

sized plants that are easy to manage. The fruits are sweet and thin‐
skinned, yet also crack resistant. Expect them early and abundant, ex‐
tending through the en re season. Indeterminate 60 days.

Bush Dwarf Container Tomato

This Bush Dwarf tomato
plant has great tomatoes and will only reach 18-24" tall! Mediumlarge sized red juicy fruits, perfect for containers.

$6.45

Carmello

$6.45

Carmello is a beautiful French variety of 10-12 oz.
round red slicing tomatoes. It's the number one market tomato in
Europe because of its good sugar/acid balance and crack resistant
2
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Ceylon Absolutely as beau

$6.45

Cherokee Purple

$6.45

Copia This beau

ful large, striped tomato has lovely, ﬁne stripes
of glowing gold and neon red. Inside, the ﬂesh is a ﬂavorful mix of
red and yellow, swirled together in various combina ons.

$6.45

Costoluto Fiorentino

$6.45

Early Girl

Early Girl is the first full sized tomato to ripen in
summer. The 6 oz. fruits are delicious, red and juicy, and the vines
are disease resistant and very easy to grow.

$6.45

Eva Purple Ball

$6.45

Fireworks

$6.45

Golden Sweet

$6.45

ful as they are tasty these small, ruﬄed
red fruits are so full of ﬂavor. Their taste is rich and asser ve, slightly
sweet with a bit of zing added in

Cherokee Purple is the best tomato we
have ever tasted! This tomato will convince you to grow Heirloom
varieties. They are from the Tennessee Cherokee Indians,
discovered over 100 years ago.

A fantas c old Tuscan Heirloom variety with
dark red skin and juicy delicious ﬂesh. Shaped slightly ﬂa ened with ﬂuted shoulders
they are as pre y as they are tasteful.

This German heirloom tomato is a dark, rosy col‐
ored tomato which is very proliﬁc and very ﬂavorful. They grow to
about 5 feet tall and the fruits are average sized about 3‐6 oz. Eva Pur‐
ple Ball, while not really purple or black, is absolutely delicious with a
sweet, acidic, and fruity ﬂavor.

Fireworks is a large, but early, red slicing tomato
with excellent flavor. Easy to grow, it's bright red fruits are 12-14
oz. and nicely shaped, perfect for a tomato sandwich!
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The Golden Sweet replaces the "Yellow Pear"
tomato since this earlier tomato has a beautiful color and has a
sweeter burst of flavor.
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Grape Rosalita

Grape Rosalita is an heirloom grape tomato that really is sweeter than the grocery store grape tomatoes. The flavor is concentrated and packs a punch which we
love.

Green Zebra

Green Zebra is one of our most popular tomatoes for its spectacular flavor. These beautiful small fruit start
green with dark stripes and ripen to a yellow color keeping the
green stripes.

$6.45

Heirloom Red Beefsteak

$6.45

Giant slicing heirloom tomato
will make your BLT's amazing! This plant produces huge, delicious, slightly ribbed fruit on vigorous vines.

Indigo Rose

Anthocyanins are powerful an ‐oxidants. In the
early stages of fruit development, Indigo Rose develops a dark pur‐
ple pigment in its skin where exposed to direct sunlight.

$6.45

Italian Sweet Beefsteak

Italian Sweet Beefsteak heirlooms
are luscious, old fashioned tomatoes with fruits about 8-10 oz.
This one really stands out with it's exceptional flavor and texture
and is one of our top three slicers.

$6.45

Jolly Tomato

Jolly produces an abundant crop of delicious,
sweetly tangy tomatoes that tend to grow very quickly then
bloom prolifically and set huge trusses of fruit which are deliciously juicy.

$6.45

Juliet

$6.45

This adorable little plum sized tomato with bright red, 1
1/2- to 2-ounce crack resistant fruit in clusters great for roasting or drying.
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$6.45
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Legend

Legend are perfect to grow in containers or in the
ground this wonderful 8 oz early red tomato has fantastic
balanced acidic/sweet flavor, produces tasty tomatoes in great
abundance on a well-behaved plant with good resistance to Late
Blight fungus.

$6.45

Mandarin Cross Tomato

$6.45

These gorgeous tomatoes are
prolific and ripen like oranges on strong vines. Similar to Flamme'
but slightly larger fruit.

Mortgage Lifter

One of our most popular tomatoes, Mortgage Lifter is an old fashioned huge tomato variety. Well-shaped,
large fruits, very few seeds and a fantastic meaty interior texture.

$6.45

New Big Dwarf Heirloom Tomato

New Big Dwarf Tomato Plants are rare "dwarf" or short plants of heirloom tomatoes, are full of flavor and have that distinctive heirloom texture
on a plant that only gets 2 feet tall!

$6.45

Oxheart Tomato

Oxheart tomatoes have been grown in
this country for many years but are relatively unknown. Their
deep pink heart-shaped fruits have a sweet, rich, complex flavor
and are very meaty while still being juicy.

$6.45

Persimmon

Persimmon is a fantastic, huge, golden orange
variety with fruits that range from 1 to 2 lbs and 5" across! We
just love the flavor of these tomatoes.

$6.45

Pineapple Tomato

$6.45

Pineapple is an old-fashioned gorgeous yellow heirloom with red-orange stripes. This plant will
produce huge fruit which is very sweet, some growing up to 2
lbs.
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Pink Berkeley Tie Dye

Port wine colored beefsteak with
metallic green stripes this is a beautiful, early, and very sweet rich
flavored tomato considered by many people as better than
Cherokee Purple

$6.45

Roma Our selec

$6.45

Rose de Berne

$6.45

on of Roma has excep onal ﬂavor when cooked. It is a lovely
elongated tomato about 4‐5 oz with meaty ﬂesh.

A delicious heirloom variety with rose coloring
and meaty ﬂesh, it has very rich ﬂavor with good acid and sweetness.
One of our most favorite tomatoes here at The Tasteful Garden

Rosella Purple Dwarf One of the amazing new dwarf vari‐
e es from the Dwarf Tomato Project similar to 'Cherokee Purple' in
color, size, shape and ﬂavor but on a dwarf growing plant.
Sainte Lucie Tomato

Huge, deep red beefsteak tomatoes,
originally from France, are smooth and very well shaped for such
large fruit. Hard to find, their flavor is superb, sweet yet rich and
deep with solid, meaty interiors.

San Marzano Tomato

$6.45

$6.45

The San Marzano tomato has a
high sugar content and is very high in pec n, giving sauces and
pastes a natural creamy thickness. The tall, mostly determinate
plants are quite disease resistant and load up with fruit for canning.

$6.45

Sara Black The Sara Black variety is a dark red Heirloom toma-

$6.45

to which is robust in flavor, sweet notes and complex undertones
and a hint of earthiness that makes the flavor so good, many
consider it to be among the best-tasting tomatoes.

Sugary Cherry

A 2005 All-America Selections award winner. Oval shaped with a pointed blossom end and a beautiful
reddish-pink color, great in containers.
6

6.45
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Solar Fire

VFFF and very heat‐tolerant variety developed by
the University of Florida for se ng fruit in high temperatures. Me‐
dium sized tomatoes are produced very heavily on plants that are
resistant to three types of fusarium wilt, gray leaf spot, and show
tolerance to cracking. Determinate. 72 days.

Sun Gold

Sun Gold tomato plants have proven themselves to
be the best flavored small tomato with the highest Brix sugar level of all of our varieties.

$6.45

Sweet Million Tomato

Sweet Million Cherry tomato
plants produce large quantities of 1 inch diameter dark red
small sized fruit on incredibly long clusters

$6.45

Tasteful Tomato

$6.45

This tasteful heirloom tomato is our own
absolute favorite red tomato variety with an outstandingly rich,
complex flavor.

Virginia Sweets

This beau ful bi‐colored tomato has super
sweet beefsteak‐sized and a perfect meaty texture. Just the right
size for slicing on a sandwich or wedges for a salad.

Yellow Tasteful Tomato

A slice of this tomato will elevate
the basic ham & cheese sandwich to a dining experience. A beefsteak-sized golden tomato with red streaks, the flesh is sweet and
meaty with perfect texture and incredibly full flavor.
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$6.45

$6.45

$6.45

